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Dr. colorchip paint repair kit

Duis aute irure dolor in reprehenderit in voluptate velit esse cillum dolore eu fugiat nulla pariatur. Excepteur sint occaecat cupidatat non proident, sunt in culpa qui officia deserunt mollit anim id est laborum. John Doe Repairs up to 2 dozen chips 15ml custom OEM match paint 60ml SealAct™ mixing
solution 1 microfiber towel 1 ultra paint brush 2 micro brushes 1 nitrile gloves 1 white blending cloth REVIEW US ON GOOGLE I made my '94 MB SL500, '99 MB SLK230, and my latest addition, the 2003 Jag XK8 all go from road rash, rock shredded front ends to three beautifully detailed cars. What a
discovery Dr. ColorChip was for me. I'm your best ad in the area. Mike Sternberg, Williamsburg, VA I just wanted to say that I used a basic paint touch-up kit this past weekend w/excellent results. I have a vintage Porsche that had a road rash on the front painted bumper and the bottom of the hood. Your
paint retouching process has given me flawless results. I can't even tell you where I fixed the paint that worked so well. I was skeptical, but I'm completely sold on the product. Eric Falk, Sausalito, CA There are (were) some dings, scratches on the surface and chips in the paint for nine years of use. I
applied paint to these areas as you speak in directions and wonderfully scratches and chips disappeared! Your product is amazing and there is everything you claim it is. Bob Perl, Powder Springs, GA Results are amazing. This process not only offers an excellent look, but offers a durability that no other
retouching process that we have tried is able to fit in. Bruce Beam, General Manager, Oklahoma City Auto Auction Dealers I bought a kit to use on my 2007 Mercedes SL550. I was a little nervous trying to touch the paint on my car. I just used it and I'm amazed at the results. I had a small but noticeable
chip right next to the license plate. I followed the directions and in less than 5 minutes the chip disappeared, you can't even say that i ever chip there or that any retouching has ever been done. Cindy Elgamal, Sugar Land, TX Your product is one of the few that claim to provide a product that sounds too
good to be true but delivers entirely on this promise. My car looks like a new car and the color matching was perfect! Thanks for delivering a product that does exactly as you do and actually exceeded my expectations. The best companies promise less and deliver more, and that's certainly my experience
with your business. Rick Ealey, McAlester, Oklahoma I was skeptical when I saw the demo photos, but I have to say the repair came out just like the site shows them. The stain-free concept is great, and I was really impressed with the final result. Howard Silverman, NY admit, I was a bit skeptical about
whether the product would work as well as the claims, but I was pleasantly surprised. The procedure cannot be any easer. No No No work for excellent results, especially in many applications. George Michaels, Virginia Beach, VA I've tried some paint chip repairs before. I bought the original 2-stage chip
repair kit for porsche painting. I've been to several concours schools and I've learned how to handle microbrushes properly and chooses teeth. Let me cut the right summary: I used Dr. ColorChip's kit to repair all the other repair efforts I made, and it corrected all of them. John Miller, The MidShip Report
(December) Everything you need for a quick, simple, professional paint chip repair! Repair paint chips, some types of scratches and road rash professionally with Dr. ColorChip Paint Chip Repair Systems. Dr. ColorChip's amazing repair process results in smooth, perfectly matched paint without paint
stains! High-quality car paint and patented mixing solution fill and hide paint discoloration in two simple steps. Rely on Dr. ColorChip to heal your vehicle's paint. If your vehicle has paint chips, you need a Chip Repair System dr. ColorChip Paint Chip. The process is easy and the results are as close to
perfect as the repair can get. Dr. ColorChip takes the finish of the vehicle very seriously. The paints are mixed by hand one by one to perfectly match the factory finish. Dr. ColorChip's blending solution provides a smooth, spotless repair that a casual observer will never notice. Professional repair shops,
car auctions and dealers rely on Dr. ColorChip Paint Chip Repair Systems to repair high-quality paint chips. You can too. The paint included with the Dr. ColorChip Paint Chip Repair System Kit is better than any retouching paint purchased in the store. It is a unique formula of high-quality car shades and
chemicals, which, when properly applied, allow it to dry very quickly. You can mix all the excess paint in a few minutes, leaving the paint only in french fries. The mixing solution eliminates stains, so the repair is aligned with the surrounding paint. Dr. ColorChip Paint Chip Repair Systems are durable
solutions for chip painting, scratches and road rash! The longest dr. ColorChip paint repair tested lasts eight years and there are no changes to the paint repair. It doesn't shrink or change at all. Years from now, your Dr. ColorChip repair should appear the same as it does after the app. Chip repair will not
look good if the paint does not fit. Dr. ColorChip paints always fit together. Paints are mixed when ordered, not before. When you place an order, you will receive the factory code of the color that is in your vehicle. Dr. ColorChip technicians use this particular code to manually mix a fresh batch perfectly
Paint. If the color is not compatible, Dr. ColorChip will work with you to make it right – guaranteed. Dr. ColorChip Paint Chip Repair Systems works better on some blemishes than others. An essential requirement is that be able to hold the paint. Paint chips and deep scratches are great candidates, and
repairs almost disappear. The road rash - numerous small pieces of paint - seems almost invisible after repair with Dr. ColorChip. Wide scratches, large paint chips and long key scratches will improve significantly. Dr. ColorChip Paint Chip Repair Process: Before repairing the paint, make sure the vehicle
is clean and dry. Dr. ColorPrep Paint Prep can be used to remove wax, silicone and other contaminants that could affect the adhesion of the paint. In general, it is used to clean the area before using retouching paint. Dr. ColorPrep is sold separately, but can be added to the order in the drop-down box
below for only an additional $6.95. Step 1: Apply the paint with a brush. Then lightly lubricate the paint with your thumb until the paint is flat and rinse across the chip. If necessary, re-apply the paint until the chip is evenly filled. If smeared properly, the paint will be dry to the touch within a minute. In the
case of a road rash, paint can be applied to the t-shirt rag, and then smeared by the panel to quickly solve hundreds of fine chips at once. (The T-shirt is the best because it's a very flat, smooth fabric.) STEP 2: Use dr. ColorChip mixing solution to remove excess paint. Apply the solution to a soft, folded t-
shirt cloth and lightly rub excess paint. The paint will begin to mix after a few transitions with a cloth. Use a soft microfiber towel to strengthen the remnants of the solution to an incredible gloss. This process can be done within 2 minutes to 2 hours after applying the paint. Although the paint is dry to the
touch, it will still take about a week to fully heal. However, it can be immediately exposed to water without coming out of chips. After repairing the paint using the chip repair system Dr. ColorChip Paint Chip, wax after a week. Avoid polishing machines for at least 30 days. When it is necessary to polish, Dr.
ColorChip recommends using a random orbital polisher and foam washers for the best results in the repaired area. Dr. ColorChip Paint Chip Repair Systems are ideal for do-it-yourself detailers and professional detailers looking to offer a unique and highly valuable service. When used according to the
directions, you will not find a faster, simpler and effective way to permanently repair the chips. Download Dr. ColorChip Paint Chip Repair System and get rid of paint chips permanently! Please send the following information about the vehicle with your order: year, brand, model, color name, color code.
Click here to find out how to find the color code. Dr. ColorChip Road Rash Kit repairs more than 2 dozen paint chips. Includes: 1 oz custom OEM match paint (Touch Up Paint) 4 oz SealAct mixing solution 1 ultra brush 1 towel with microfiber 2 microbruses 1 mixing fabric 1 chemically resistant glove
Manual Manual the shipment is sent directly from the manufacturer. Express and international shipping is not available. Dr. ColorChip Return Policy: Because each paint color is custom blended when you place an order, Dr. ColorChip does not accept returns. Unopened bottles cannot be returned. If the
color of the received paint is incorrect, Dr. ColorChip will work with you to improve the paint color. Dr. ColorChip cannot guarantee that you will be able to repair all kinds of damage to your satisfaction. Please refer to the information here to determine if this kit is suitable for damage to your vehicle. Keep in
mind that if the paint type is a tri-coat pearl/3-stage color, which means it has been painted with a primer, pearl coat and dyed colorless coat, there is no one-color formula that exactly fits. However, the received paint should allow for a very close matching of colors and get much better results than using
ordinary retouching paint. Paint.
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